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UNIFORMS 
Article 4.3.1 

•  Shorts of the same dominant colour front and back, 
  but not necessarily of the same colour as the shirts. 
•   The shorts must end above the knee. 

UNIFORMS 
Article 4.3.2 

•  Teams shall use numbers 0 and 00 and from 1 to 99. 

Injury (Article 5) 

Statement 5-7  

Players who have been designated by their coach to start the 

game or who receive treatment between free throws may be 

substituted in the event of an injury. In this case the opponents 

are also entitled to substitute the same number of players, if 

they so wish.  

Held ball (Article 12) 

12.1.2 A held ball occurs when one or more players from opposing 

teams have one or both hands firmly on the ball so that neither 

player can gain control without undue roughness. 

12-6 Example: А1 jumps with the ball and is legally blocked by B1. 

Both players then return to the playing court with both of them 

having one or both hands firmly on the ball.  

Interpretation: A held ball shall be called.   

Shot made and its value (Article 16) 

16-1 Statement.  

•  The value of a field goal is defined by the place on the floor 

from where the shot was released. A goal released from the 

2-point field goal area counts 2 points, a goal released from the 

3-point field goal area counts 3 points. A goal is credited to the 

team attacking the opponents’ basket into which the ball has 

entered.  
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Time-outs (Article 18) 

!  The number of time-outs has not changed : 
-  2 for each team in the first half 
-  3 for each team in the second half 

!  However, each team may not take more than two 
time-outs in the last 2 minutes of the 4th period. 

Travelling (Article 25) 

25-5 Statement. (Clarification) 

If a player is fouled in the act of shooting after which he 

scores while committing a travel violation the basket does 

not count and free throws shall be awarded.  

24-second rule (Article 29) 

!  Wording change in 29.2.1 : 
-  Old text : 

However, if in the judgement of an official, the opponents would be placed at a 

disadvantage, the twenty-four (24) second clock shall continue from the time it was 

stopped.  

-  New text 

However, if the game is stopped by an official for any valid reason not connected with 

either team and, in the judgement of an official, the reset of the shot clock would 

place the opponents at a disadvantage, the shot clock shall continue from the time 

it was stopped.  

Ball returned to the backcourt (Article 30) 

!  New wording : 
30.1.1 A team is in control of a live ball in their frontcourt if  

• a player of that team is touching his frontcourt with both feet while holding, 
catching or dribbling the ball in his frontcourt, or  

• the ball is passed between the players of that team in their frontcourt.  

30.1.2 A team in control of a live ball in the frontcourt has caused the ball to be 
illegally returned to their backcourt if a player of that team is the last to 
touch the ball in his frontcourt and the ball is then first touched by a player 
of that team  

• who has part of his body in contact with the backcourt or  

• after the ball has touched the backcourt of that team.  

Ball returned to the backcourt 

!  The change means that the team must gain control of the ball in 
the frontcourt before a violation can occur. 

!  Question : 

A1 receives a pass from his backcourt with one foot completely in his 

frontcourt and the other foot touching both the frontcourt and the mid-

court line. Has Team A established control of the ball in the 

frontcourt? 

Answer : No. Touching must be interpreted as having both feet 

COMPLETELY in the frontcourt. (Consistent with 28.1.2) 

Ball returned to the backcourt 

Question 
•  A1 whilst in the backcourt passes to A2 who has 

both feet in the frontcourt. The ball is mishandled by 
A2 and deflects into the backcourt where A1 regains 
control of the ball. Is this a legal play? 

•  Answer Yes. As well upon regaining control of the 
ball Team A is entitled to a new 8 second count. 
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Double foul (Article 35) 
35-3 Statement. The following conditions are necessary for 2 fouls to be considered as a 

double foul:  

(a) Both fouls are player’s fouls.  

(b) Both fouls involve physical contact.  

(c) Both fouls are between the opponents.  

(d) Both fouls are committed at approximately the same time.  

Example: After a rebound A1 insults B1 verbally and B1 reacts with punching A1 
with his fist.  

Interpretation: This is not a double foul. A1’s foul is a technical foul and B1’s foul 

is a disqualifying foul. The game shall be resumed with 1 free throw for team 

B, followed by 2 free throws for A1 and possession of the ball for team A.  

Articles 36, 37, 38 

!  Order changed : 
-  Technical foul is now Article 36 (formerly 38) 
-  Unsporsmanlike foul is now Article 37 (formerly 

36) 
-  Disqualifying foul is now Article 38 (formerly 37)  

Technical foul (Article 36) 

!  The penalty for a technical foul is now one (1) free throw and a 
throw-in at the centre line extended, opposite the table. 

!  At the beginning of the game, the free throw will be followed by a 

jump ball. 

!  A player committing a second technical foul in the game shall be 

disqualified. 

Points of emphasis 

In 2011, Canada Basketball put forth three points of emphasis to 
promote the application of certain rules in a manner which better 
reflects their basic spirit and intent. The three points of emphasis 
are: 

(1) travelling,  

(2) illegal contact, especially on cutters off ball and in post play,  

(3) communication between coaches and officials.  

These points of emphasis are still in effect and officials should be 
reminded to pay special attention to these areas of the rules. 

QUESTIONS? 
Please contact ABOA Interpreter 

Morgan Munroe  
mmunroe@shaw.ca 


